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I have played around with Hi-Fi for more than 30 years, and worked at a high-end dealer many 

years ago where we used to sell Klipsch. I’ve owned ribbon planars, dynamics of all types, and 

ATC actives, and heard many other things in between, so I have a keen sense of what’s up and 

down. 

I decided to hear these classic American speakers.  

Cornwalls are an American audio Icon. The originals were designed in 19559 and the latest 

version are easily comparable to the above speakers. They’re 3 way, with horn loaded mid & 

tweeter and a direct radiating 15” driver. A big, out of style, anti-audiophile, but very fine 

loudspeaker. Luckily, local dealer displays all Klipsch Heritage products. I listened to all of them 

last Saturday. 



It’s important to recall audiophiles’ typically disdainful opinion of Klipsch Heritage speakers – 

something one would never be seen listening to, and particularly not own as that would impugn 

“audiophile” credibility. They obviously aren’t any good as everyone knows without having 

heard them. I was in that camp, too. I’m not really an audiophile as I don’t “believe” in pebbles, 

clocks, expensive cables, and other such stuff (been around too long.) 

The first notes from Monk’s “Bemsha /swing” rang out, and the room filled with pin-sharp, fast, 

immediate, tonally natural, pure, slightly midrange orientated sound. You could clearly hear each 

of Monk’s hits on the keys with impact, emphasizing that the piano is a percussive instrument. I 

was gobsmacked.  

For me it was like a car enthusiast rediscovering the pleasures of pure, tactile driving when 

trying a 1973 Porsche 911 2.7RS after driving modern, hyper-fast and sticky sports car that do 

everything perfectly. Sure, the old 911 won’t stick as hard around corners, sure it’s not as fast; no 

cupholders or airbags; sure it’s not as economical; but it gives you a more tactile, seat-of-the-

pants driving experience, with better smells, sound, feel, and fun than a modern 911, and you 

don’t have to go nearly half as fast to have maximal fun. Like Hi-Fi, modern cars are so focused 

on the highest highs and lowest bass (where only about 20% of the music is) that whether the end 

result sounds like music is forgotten. 

The bass was lightning fast, with smooth, extended but sweet highs, and the absence of any horn 

coloration or the slightest cupped sound. I did find that to exist in both the La Scala IIs and 

Klipschorns, the Cornwalls being smoother and better integrated, with none of the mid-bassy 

honk or time delay caused by horn-loaded bass /mid-bass. Remember, for those who consider 

this important, that Stereophile had La Scala IIs ranked in class A – and I’m quite sure the 

Cornwall IIIs are better. 

Playing Maria Callas on the Cornwalls gave me one of the most intense listening experiences 

I’ve ever had – Callas on those speakers on that day may be the most emotive sound I’ve ever 

heard. It was fantastic. She was present, projected into the room in 3D, a living, breathing Diva 

with her quirkily coloured, gorgeous soprano. The Clash were there, a huge sound with massive 

punch and dynamics, every drum whack present, every touch of guitar strings laid bare, in the 

most natural, live-sounding manner. 

Classical fared as well, with Rubinstein playing Brahms on a concert grand in the room without 

truncating dynamics, and Yo-Yo Ma’s Cello sounding glorious on Bach’s Cello Sonatas – you’d 

swear you could hear rosin coming off the bow. The same with Joshua Bell’s violin on Voice of 

the Violin – if there’s any hint of nasality or horn coloration, violin will bring it out. There was 

none. 

The common denominator is the “live” quality of the sound which I haven’t heard since I sold 

similar Klipsch speakers 20 years ago. There is a freedom from dynamic limitations, a feeling 

that the speakers are not limiting whatever dynamics are on the medium, something that is nearly 



always present on most speakers, planars in particular. It made me think that “audiophile” 

speaker design has forgotten a basic principle from the golden age of Hi-Fi, the importance of 

trying to capture the dynamics of live sound as best possible with low distortion, in pursuing ever 

more top-end detail and stygian bass, which usually just causes problems in most rooms anyway. 

So if you can – give them a listen. They’re stupendous. 

 


